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Background

Holoprosencephaly (HPE) is a cephalic disorder in 

which the prosencephalon fails to develop into two 

hemispheres

Mutations in the gene encoding the Sonic hedgehog protein, 

which is involved in the development of the central nervous 

system (CNS), can cause holoprosencephaly



Background

Hedgehog (Hh) was first identified by genetic screens in Drosophila melanogaster. It earned its 

name from the appearance of embryos with null alleles of hh, which display a lawn of 

disorganized, hair-like bristles reminiscent of hedgehog spines. Thereafter three mammalian 

counterparts, sonic hedgehog (SHH), Indian hedgehog (IHH) and desert hedgehog (DHH) were 

found.

a) SHH activity reproduces the actions of the zone of polarizing activity in the limb bud and of 

the notochord and floor plate in the neural tube

b) IHH regulates bone and cartilage development and is partly redundant with SHH

c) DHH is essential for germ cell development in the testis and peripheral nerve sheath 

formation



Background

The whole sequence of Shh_human and structure of Shh-N

Hall T M. Nature, 1995, 378(6553):212



Background

The Hedgehog signaling 

pathway in Drosophila 

and vertebrates

Yang J, Andre P. Int J Oral Sci. 2015;7(2):73-9. 



Background

Uniprot search for Shh homologous proteins in three organism

The structures of DHH_Mouse IHH_Mouse SHH_DANRE DHH_DANRE IHH_DANRE are not available in PDB



Alignment and phylogeny analysis

SHH 

物种 登录号 Max score Total score 比例

斑马鱼/人 Q92008/Q1546

5

567 567 64%

小鼠/斑马鱼 Q62226/Q9200

8

597 597 68%

小鼠/人 Q62226/Q1546

5

722 722 87%

物种 登录号 Max score Total score 比例

斑马鱼/人 B3DJ46/O43323 386 402 58%

小鼠/斑马鱼 Q61488/B3DJ46 379 394 57%

小鼠/人 Q61488/O43323 767 767 96%

DHH

物种 登录号 Max score Total score 比例

斑马鱼/人 Q98862/Q1462

3

449 449 63%

小鼠/斑马鱼 P97812/Q9886

2

468 468 63%

小鼠/人 P97812/Q1462

3

778 778 95%

IHH

The same protein in different 

organism alignment indicates that 

human and mouse are more closely 

related compared with zebrafish



Alignment and phylogeny analysis

蛋白 Dhh Ihh Shh

Dhh / 60% 56%

Ihh 60% / 58%

Shh 56% 58% /

Human 

蛋白 Dhh Ihh Shh

Dhh / 59% 60%

Ihh 59% / 60%

Shh 60% 60% /

Mouse 

蛋白 Dhh Ihh Shh

Dhh / 51% 49%

Ihh 51% / 59%

Shh 49% 59% /

Zebrafish 

In the same organism different 

hedgehog alignment indicates that 

different hedgehog is not as much 

similar as expected



Alignment and phylogeny analysis

Generally ,Consistent with 

the result of alignment, but 

the confidence of 

IHH_DANRE is relatively  

low



Prediction of structure and function

Shh_human domains

Result from SMART



Prediction of structure and function

2motifs

3motifs

Result from MEME



Molecular crosstalk about hedgehogs

The most related 

proteins are Ptch1, 

Ptch2, Smo, Gli1.2.3

Result form STRING search



Protein modeling

a.DHH_mouse



Protein modeling

b.SHH_DANRE



Protein modeling

SHH

DHH

IHH

human mouse zebrafish



Summary

a) The evolutionary relationship between 

human and mouse is more close in HH 

family compared with zebrafish

b) Structure analysis indicate that the 

hedgehog contains a conservative signal 

domain and a auto-processing C-terminal 

domain(hint family)

c) Interaction with hedgehog proteins are 

ptch1.2, smo, Gli1.2.3, Hhip.

d) The predicted structures are highly similar 

with SHH_human N-terminal signal 

domain. 


